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1. Commuter journeys per hr at peak, excluding non-commuter and tourist journeys. Assumes
travel in 2.5 h peak window. See data on passenger numbers in Revenue section below.
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Cambridge
Working
Year Residents
2011
60 000
2031
70 800

Commuting
WITHIN
Cambridge /d
44 000
51 920

Per day
Total journeys
Year commuters /d
2011
222 000
2031
261 960

Commuting
OUT OF
Cambridge /d
16 000
18 880

Commuting
INTO
Cambridge /d
51 000
60 180

Per Year
Total /y
81 030 000
95 615 400

By Light
Rail 15%
10 402 500
12 274 950

Total INTO /
OUT &
WITHIN /d
111 000
130 980

Commuter
journeys ToFrom = x2 /d
222 000
261 960

Revenue per year
£ (15% of commuter journeys
by Light Rail, avg fare £1.20)
14 585 400
17 210 772
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Question 1
Many places across the Cambridge – Milton Keynes – Oxford corridor have very successful
local economies and are perceived as highly desirable places to live. What have been the key
drivers of that success?
1. The University of Cambridge lies at the foundation of many of the dramatic economic, scientific
and technological successes in the Cambridge region.
2. A vision that sought to build on the innovation and expertise within the University to develop
business and economic opportunities has been a key driver.
3. The success has been facilitated by proximity and good transport links to London. The link to
London is important not only academically, but also to join the expertise in financial services and
business with the technological and scientific innovation in the University.
4. Protection of the environmental quality of the region has been key to maintaining the centre as
an attractive place to live, and this helps to attract a highly-skilled and in-demand workforce.
5. A critical mass developed which in itself has attracted more and similar businesses, in particular
those with strength in research and development in the sciences. Co-location facilitates
collaboration, knowledge transfer and partnerships – all of which are important to economic
development.
What is holding back further growth and greater productivity?
1. Just as collaboration, knowledge transfer and partnerships are important to economic
development, constraints in connectivity kill productivity.
2. Poor quality transport infrastructure in Cambridge is now imposing that constraint, and is
weakening business productivity. Time is wasted in congestion.
3. In particular need of improvement is the Girton Interchange, which lies at a key strategic
connection point on the road network, linking the nationally and regionally important
highways of the M11, A14 and A428. Full connectivity is badly needed here.
4. Growth is hindered by high land / housing costs. Transport infrastructure, if planned
properly, can help address this problem by enabling more reliable and faster links to lower
cost housing areas, and to areas where more businesses can afford to locate.
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In particular, what planned or new infrastructure improvements would best support
sustainable growth and promote innovation over the long-term?
1. Cambridge Light Rail, as proposed by Cambridge Connect in partnership with Railfuture, would
make a dramatic improvement to the sustainable growth of Cambridge, would help support
business and residential developments in the region, and support projected growth at the same
time as sustaining environmental, heritage and community values.
2. The proposed East-West Rail link would help support and strengthen growth in the Oxford to
Cambridge corridor.
3. The proposed A428 Expressway will further strengthen these linkages. We need to recognise
that the road network is and will remain vital to the economy.
4. Improvements to the Girton Interchange on the A428 Expressway is a high priority, and would
enable full and proper connections with the M11 and A14. The link with Cambridge Light Rail at
this location would ensure this strategic junction is well-integrated by transport into the city
centre and to key employment centres.
Does the corridor require better connectivity to other major centres of growth?
1. Such connectivity can only be beneficial. However, Cambridge Connect has not investigated
such links, and is not in a position to comment on specific centres.

Question 2
Does the Cambridge – Milton Keynes – Oxford area, including Northampton, form a
recognizable economic corridor?
1. Cambridge Connect has not evaluated the evidence for an economic ‘corridor’ as indicated by
the question. However, we believe that the general business, technology, science and
educational activity throughout this corridor would lend support to the idea that it works to
some extent as a ‘corridor’ where the economy is boosted and strengthened by proximity.
2. Transport linkages are often linear, and thus help strengthen activity along ‘corridors’. There
would seem many examples where transport corridors have served to stimulate the economy
along those lines. Many examples are evident in London, for example, prominent amongst
which is the Docklands Light Railway and east London developments.
If so: What factors unite the area?
1. Education, science, technology and finance, all fostered by an environment in which innovation
and collaboration is allowed to flourish.
2. An environment that has protected important green space and heritage values.
Would greater emphasis on corridor-wide planning and decision making benefit local
communities and local economies?
1. Corridor planning and transport planning need to be joined at the hip. It is transport that makes
the connections within the corridors practical and workable, which in turn makes them viable
and economically strong.
2. Without planning the two in concert, local communities will not benefit and local economies will
find it more difficult to thrive.
Would that same emphasis on coordinated planning and decision making provide wider
benefits for the UK economy?
1. This would seem logical, although Cambridge Connect has not studied the wider UK economy.
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Should adjacent towns and cities be incorporated into the corridor in terms of growth and
infrastructure planning?
1. In principle there is a good argument to undertake integrated infrastructure planning within a
region extending up to about 15 miles from Cambridge City, which is a reasonable commuting
distance.
2. The adjacent areas identified by Cambridge Connect that would benefit from this type of
integrated infrastructure planning are particularly Cambourne, Haverhill, Fulbourn, Newmarket,
Waterbeach, Ely, Royston, etc.
3. No doubt other nearby towns could be identified, although Cambridge Connect has not yet
undertaken sufficient research on this aspect.

Question 3
Describe your vision to maximise growth, maintain a high quality environment, and deliver
more jobs and homes across the corridor over the next 30 years.
1. The Cambridge Connect vision is outlined in the preceding sections and in the maps.
2. National-level support is needed to achieve this vision, which would be repaid by national-level
benefits.

Question 4
Are there lessons to be learnt from previous initiatives to maximise the potential of the
corridor?
1. The establishment of Cambourne is perhaps an example where more consideration could have
been given to the means of integration of this town with key employment centres, and more
consideration of transport provision and the economic drivers behind resident decisions.

Question 5
Are you aware of any examples of UK or international good practice, for example in respect
of new technology, local frameworks or the built environment, that are relevant to this
review?
1. Yes, the cities of Freiberg, Lausanne, Avignon, Helsinki, Grenoble, Amsterdam and many others
all demonstrate very well the benefit of long-term investments in public transport
infrastructure, in particular exploiting the benefits of light rail and integration on a multi-modal
basis with other forms of transport including heavy rail, buses, private vehicles, cycling and
walking. These examples should all be studied closely for the lessons they offer.

